In this paper, we present a method for speech signal analysis and synthesis based on IFS theory. We consider a speech signal as the graph of a continuous function whose irregularity, measured in terms of its local H older exponents, is arbitrary. We extract a few remarkable points in the signal and perform a fractal interpolation between them using a classical technique based on IFS theory. We thus obtain a functional representation of the speech signal, which is well adapted to various applications, as for instance voice interpolation.
INTRODUCTION
We are interested here in the general problem of speech signal synthesis. The precise setting of our work is the following: the French CNET(Centre National d'Etudes en T el ecommunication) has developed a synthesis algorithm, PSOLA 1 , based on the concatenation of diphones. The latter are obtained by segmentation of longer acoustic units, the logatomes, previously recorded by a human operator. Although this method gives very good results, there subsists the problem of the dictionary construction: three months are necessary for the recording and the segmentation of the 1200 logatomes needed in French. Each time a new voice is being created, one has to go through a complex and time consuming process. A solution to this problem is to use existing dictionaries to create new \voices". A simple idea is be to perform interpolations between corresponding logatomes of two dictionaries coming from two di erent voices in such way that at each step of the interpolation, the signal remains a logatome. A rst step towards this goal is to obtain a robust functional representation of a logatome. This is the particular problem we address hereafter.
FRACTAL INTERPOLATION

Introduction
Speech sounds are in some cases produced by turbulence phenomena 2 . It is well known that several aspects of turbulence are multifractal. This and other theoretical considerations 3 , as well as the general aspect of the signals (see g. 1), motivate the use of a multifractal approach for speech signal modeling. There are two main ideas in our approach : the rst one is that there exists in a speech signal a set of remarkable points, where the acoustic information is specially relevant (for instance the points that de ne the waveform). These points we call tag points. The second idea is that the singularities (H older exponents) at each point of the signal play a fundamental role in the determination of the voice texture. A simple and e cient tool for controlling both tag points and singularities is fractal interpolation using IFS.
Spectrum of singularity of self a ne functions
The general setting is the following: F n (x 0 ; y 0 ) = y n?1 ; F n (x N ; y N ) = y n It is well known that the attractor of this IFS is the graph of some continuous fractal function f which interpolates the data points 4 . We derive here an expression for the spectrum of singularity for a particular case of such IFS. For general de nitions and properties of the multifractal analysis of functions, see 5, 6 . We focus on the particular case of self-a ne functions with equidistant interpolation points. We recall de ntion of the local H older exponent of a function:
De nition 1 A function f is said to be of H older exponent (t 0 ) > 0 at point t 0 iff: i) for every real such that 0 < < (t 0 ):
where P is a polynomial whose degree is less than (t 0 ). (k) and consider a real such that 0 < < . Then
where C(h; k) = jhj r 1 =m ?k ! 1 when h ! 0.
There exists a real 0 and an integer K such that for every k > K we have (k)? > 0 > 0.
Since h ! 0 is equivalent to k ! +1, we have:
On the other hand, if q 1 ; q 2 and q 3 are three non-colinear points choosen from S 1 (p 1 ); :::; S 1 (p m ); p m , where p 1 and p m are the xed points of S 1 and S m then S i 1 ::: S i k (A) contains the points (t j ; f(t j ) = S x (q j ) = S i 1 ::: S i k (q j )(j = 1; 2; 3). The height d k of the triangle with these vertices is at least dc i 1 :::c i k where d is the vertical distance from q 2 to q 2 ; q 3 ]. Suppose that f(t 1 ) f(t 3 ) < f(t 2 ) (the other cases are handeled similary). In this case we have two possibilties for t 0 : i) f(t 0 ) f(t 3 for every > , and the proof is complete. 4
Using this proposition, it is easy to deduce the spectrum ( ; F( )) of singularity of f.
The proof is analogous to the one for multinomial measures. We explain brie y the outline of the method. It involves two steps: we must rst determine the interpolation points, which will control the general shape of the attractor, and then compute the interpolation functions themselves, which will take care of the local singularity.
Determination of the interpolation (tag) points
For vowels, the tag points will be given by the pitch marking of the signal. The principle is based on the observation of the autocorrelation function (ACF). In the rst step, pitch values are founded by observing maxima of the ACF. In the second step, temporal marks are placed on the waveform according to the estimation of the pitch lags and the maxima of the waveform. In the case of consonants, we compute the H older exponents at sharp variation points of the original signal using the wavelet transform maxima method 8 . We then consider the sets consisting of points that have the same singularities. We nally choose from these sets the one which has maximal cardinality (notice that we work on discrete data), and we use a procedure to ensure that the points will be equally spaced.
Computation of the interpolation functions
We tried two methods : the rst one is adapted for the case of a ne functions, where we can use results of section (2:2). The second is more general, but more time consuming.
Matching of the local singularities :
Before presenting the method, let us remark that the determination of tag points and their corresponding H older exponents x the values of c 1 and c m . Indeed, it is easy to see that the singularity at the interpolation points is inf(? log m c 1 ; ? log m c m ). We take c 1 = c m in order to have the same singularity on both sides of the interpolation points. The tag points being determined, we consider other points in the signal where we know that the estimation of the H older exponents is robust (the number of these points is normally greater than the one of tag points). By computing their base-m expansion, we come up with an overdetermined linear system in log m c i 's. The solution of the latter gives the c i 's whose corresponding attractor ts the singularities the best. The results on both vowels and consonants are disappointing. The reason seems to lie in the fact that a ne functions induce too much undesired high singularities in the attractor.
Genetic algorithm method :
The second method uses a genetic optimization algorithm 9 . We compute the contraction factors so that the corresponding attractor approximates the original signal the best, in the sense of the L 2 norm.
In this case we may use general functions F n 's (with notation of section (2.2)) since no knowledge of the singularities is needed. Fig. 1 displays a result obtained on the vowel /a/ when the F n 's are chosen to be of sinusoidal type. Results on consonants are comparable.
Discussion of results
The satisfactory results we obtain in the sinusoidal case may be justi ed by the fact that vowels have a pseudo-periodic shape which is well recovered by sinusoidal functions. For consonants, the reason may be that, with this type of functions, we do not generate a \large" number of high singularities in the attractor. In conclusion, IFS de ned by functions of sinusoidal type seem to be able to give functional representations of speech signals. However, other type of functions could probably be used depending on the signal being studied. vowel /a/ signal (on the left) and its reconstruction by sinusoidal IFS (on the right).
